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Details of Visit:

Author: squadron leader
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Sat 16 Jan 2010 20.30
Duration of Visit: 1 hour
Amount Paid: 300
Recommended: No

Details of Service Provider:

Company: Asian Gallery
Website: http://www.asian-gallery.co.uk
Phone: 07780268568

The Premises:

Pokey, messy,little hole of a basement flat in Shepherd's Market are. Very safe, but in full view of a
busy restaurent. No hot water for shower, so thye used a kettle to wash me, managed to pour
scalding hot water over my penis, not a good start!

The Lady:

Both girls did not look like the girls in the photos. Both were bigger, older and nowhere near as
attractive. One had a nasty looking,recent, scar on her shoulder.

The Story:

Arrived and was immediately on edge due to old newspaper put up over the windows of the door.
Almost walked away, I should have.
There was a lot of flaffing around, only one girl spoke to me initially and got with me on the bed, the
second came in after we had started. Both girls wanted it over as quick as possible and were not
very gentle with the old fella, to say the least. The fake moaning and groaning was loud and very
offputting. Given the list of services I was surprised when I tried to go for anal that they didn't do that
and when I tried to cum over her was told only in the condom - given their supposed services, one
was very spermophobic which was not mentioned. eventually I couldn't take it anymore, as the
treatment they were giving me was painful, and I left.
Possibly the worst escorting experience of my life. I left feeling duped and ripped off, especially as
another girl had come in while I was in the bedroom and was waiting for them. She was better
looking than either of the ones I saw! 
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